Sailing Solo Around the Shetland Islands
Summer 2014

“There are no lay-bys up here, only a very hard shoulder”

Geoffrey Bowler
Royal Forth Yacht Club
in

“Comma”
a 26 foot sloop
Wick to Kirkwall, Pierowall, Scalloway, Walls, Brae, Collafirth, Muckle Flugga, Baltasound,
Lerwick, Fair Isle, Kirkwall including encounters with the races and overfalls of Lashy
Sound, running ahead of gales from France, sensing ghosts in Walls from Teuchter’s
Landing, and learning how Swarbacks Minn was the source of Germany’s collapse in 1918
and other truths. Firth of Forth connections in Unst. Heuristic methodology and good luck
in Lunning Sound. Encounters with natives of universal helpfulness, friendliness and
pragmatism; hostile skua and pelagic trawler in Collafirth; and companionable cetaceans
between Fair Isle and North Ronaldsay. From Scalloway, up the West coast of Shetland,
past Muckle Flugga, then down the East coast to Fair Isle back to Kirkwall, Comma carried
a crew of one.
With apologies to Captain Joshua Slocum

Comma (CR 2108) is a 7.9 m (26 ft) Westerly Centaur built 1978; with a Beta Marine 20 inboard
diesel engine (2014) and 50 litre fuel capacity. She is bilge keeled, draws 0.9 m (3 ft) and displaces
6,700 lbs. Main sail 161 sq ft; now has a furling headsail but originally No.1 Genoa 223 sq ft, No. 1
Jib 133 sq ft. Designer: Laurent Giles.
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Encouragement received from various seafaring Orcadians and
Shetlanders on learning of the plan

“The Fair Isle Channel is just a couple of day-sails if you go via Fair Isle.” Mike Cooper,
CA HLR and lifeboatman, Orkney
“There are no lay-bys up here, only a very hard shoulder”. Fishing boat skipper, Sandwick
“Good luck. Just give us a call when you need rescuing.” Volunteer crewman on the Aith
lifeboat
“You’re going where? You know what we fishermen call you ya’tties? WAFIs*!” Skipper of
LK1, a scallop boat in Collafirth
“The more you do at sea, the more things will happen.” Tony Budge, Baltasound
“They didn’t need an engine a hundred years ago so get a grip and sail properly.” Self to
self after new engine wouldn’t restart off Deerness, Orkney and the dry mouth had
moistened sufficiently to allow speech again. At the time, I did not know the story of Ian
Hawick and Brünnhilde (see later)

* a Shetland fisherman’s term of endearment more or less synonymous with ya’ttie and
seldom used to outwith the fishing fraternity. Taken as a backhanded compliment
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*
Introduction. Inverness to Helmsdale, Wick and Kirkwall
The main story starts in Kirkwall on Thursday 17th July 2014 but a general introduction
follows on the passage from Caley Marina on the Caledonian Canal where Comma lay over
the winter being fitted with a new engine and having her keels dropped to Kirkwall.
Ominously, on Friday 13th June 2014, a full moon, we departed Caley with Brian Tiplady as
crew, and within two hours, just short of the Clachnaharry Works Lock, we had steam for a
tell tale and an overheated brand new engine. We had sucked a plug of brown debris from
the Canal into the sea water inlet. After clearing the inlet pipe and sea cock plus a
precautionary change of impeller, the passage to Helmsdale, and Wick by Sunday 15th
evening , was straightforward.
As with every week throughout the summer, Edinburgh summoned me for work on
Tuesday aternoons. So I became familiar with the glorious scenery from the road and rail
routes North of Inverness to Wick, Thurso, John O’Groats, Gills Bay, Burwick, St Margaret’s
Hope. Once in Shetland, it was the road to Aberdeen, and the “North Boat” to Lerwick,
usually via Kirkwall. The travel was inexpensive apart from one flight from Kirkwall to
Edinburgh, necessitated by a delay leaving Fair Isle because of strong winds and a rough
sea and the need to be back in Edinburgh for Tuesday afternoon.
It was very satisfying to look out to sea when travelling the land routes up the NE Scottish
coast and the sea route from Aberdeen by MV Hrossey or Hjaltland (the North boats) and
to reflect, “I’ve sailed there.” It was equally satisfying to see from the bus the Boars of
Duncansby breaking in the Pentland Firth at the end of June and to reflect that I had not
sailed there and had no intention of ever doing so. And to observe the bows of MV
Pentalina, the 70 metre catamaran with 3,876 kW engines which crosses at 18 knot
between St Margaret’s Hope and Gills Bay on the mainland, yaw suddenly as the Pentland
Firth tidal stream caught her as she passed Swona and Stroma was a reminder of the
ferocious currents here. Later, I describe a passage through Lashy Sound in my 26 foot
boat, which seemed like a mini-Boars of Duncansby.
Fog was always an anxiety but the forecasts were accurate and the only fog encountered
was on the North Boat heading South across the Fair Isle Channel. We entered dense fog
South of Sumburgh Head and emerged after Fair Isle into a sunshine and a clear sky before
re-entering another bank of dense fog. I noted that the ship did not make the sound
signals prescribed in COLREGS.
From Wick, now solo, I took Comma to Kirkwall on 25th June, passing 2.5 Miles SE of the
Pentland Skerries at 1050 BST, having pushed against a knot of tide heading N out of Wick.
Now the tide wanted to take me back in to the Pentland Firth between the Skerries and S
Ronaldsay, though it was only a couple of knots. This passage plan was on the advice of
the Wick HM who thought that my own original plan of passing 5 Miles off the Skerries was
unnecessarily cautious with a forecast of F3 or 4 from the E or NE. After all, it was not
springs and Comma had a new engine.
However, off Colpinsay (58⁰52’.2N 002⁰38’.8W) in confused seas, the engine stopped with
the low oil pressure alarm sounding and it would not re-start. A bit of a “dry mouth
situation” at first, given it was the first solo trip of the season, but then a glorious sail in a
F4/5 NE as we headed N, then W, then S reaching all the way through Stronsay Firth,
Shapinsay Sound, The String at the end of the ebb around 1700 BST, before anchoring
under sail to the NW of Kirkwall Pier in a minefield of fisherman’s buoys. After several
turns, the engine started again and I entered Kirkwall Marina which turned out be spacious
enough to have entered under sail with the visitors’ pontoon to leeward in a NW F1.
Another time.... The diagnosis was oil frothing in the turbulent sea due to the engine
having been overfilled with oil by the installer (it was over the high mark on the dipstick)
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after consulting the Beta Marine factory. Also, a leak from the sea water pump became
apparent in Kirkwall and was attributed to the seals around the shaft having been
damaged when we overheated in the Caledonian Canal. Beta Marine assured me that the
engine would not fail and arranged to have the water pump replaced at no charge by their
nearest agent, who was Michael Pottinger in Shetland, just a hop over the Fair Isle
Channel. Or, as Mike Cooper, the Cruising Association Honorary Local Representative
(HLR), ROCC rep, honorary Kirkwall Marina berthmaster, lifeboatman, etc put it, “Just a
couple of day-sails if you stop off at Fair Isle.”
Now, the log proper commences.
Thursday 17th July 1400-2210 BST
Kirkwall to Pierowall
Crew: James Bowler
58⁰59’.27N 002⁰57’.50W to 59⁰19’.36N 002⁰58’.50W
32.0 Miles
Forecast from 1300 BST. W F4 or 5, becoming variable 3 or 4, then SE 4 or 5 later. Sea
state mainly slight. No fog.
Sunset: 2207 BST. Twilight through the night.
HW Aberdeen 1817 BST. 3 days after springs
Tidal gates: The Strings, Lashy Sound
An approaching depression from France and the SE, made the anticiapted passage to
Lerwick and Fair Isle too risky as I couldn’t afford to become stuck for days in Fair Isle.
So, on a tip from an Ovni 395 (my next boat?) skipper, Tony Voss, just in from Shetland, we
headed to Scalloway with the intent of leaving the boat in Pierowall if the depression
overtook us.
A leisurely 1400 BST start to make the flood tide going East through The String gave us
time to go round in circles while the new Simrad Tillerpilot calibrated itself in the Bay of
Kirkwall. It was a perfect sunny day with a F5 SW wind and no forecast of foul weather.
Heading West through the now familiar Shapinsay Sound, then NNE up Stronsay Firth
towards Eday Sound for Lashy Sound. The farms on Shapinsay and Eday to port, Stronsay
and Sanday to starboard, bearings on wind turbines on Spur Ness, the Admiralty transit
“Holm of Huip open SE of Little Linga 060⁰” and others, the sun was still shining and we
were making 4 knots through the water but, with the tide, 6 knots over the ground. Life
was idyllic. Then came Lashy Sound.
Lashy Sound. The only occasion on which I experienced fear during the entire passage was
in Lashy Sound. We were following the transit line on the Admiralty Chart: Ward Hill open
SE of ruined church 209⁰. My crew and son, James, a commercial small ship skipper
working out of Rosyth on the new Forth crossing and well used to working in rough water
in gales, was at the helm and called below saying that there was white water ahead. I
interrupted the tea making and casually checked the chart replying that it must be Lashy
Skerries. A minute or so later, now with an anxious edge to his voice, James advised that
the whole sound from the Calf of Eday to Sanday was white water, about 0.7 Mile across.
As I put my head out to see what the fuss was about, there was the sound of roaring
water, like a weir bypassing a lock on the River Thames or surf breaking on a reef, and
waves apparently racing towards us. And he was right, there was just white water ahead.
Both the charts, Admiralty and Imray were hastily checked against both GPS’s and we were
in the right place. And then the wind died completely and we were powerless in the
middle of this churning, swirling, roaring water. Then the GPS told us SOG was 4 knots
with no wind ... northwards in the right direction. And then we were through into The
North Sound heading NW toward the Pierowall Road and now motoring for lack of wind.
Garry, the marina superintendent/ferry crewman/postie/fisherman, who had raced us in
after spotting our approach (we had notified him in advance, too), helped us tie up around
2200 BST as the sun was going down.
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The photographs below give a slight idea of what the water was like in Lashy Sound...but
they don’t convey the noise of the rushing water.

Lashy Sound. Neither a reef nor skerries. 10-20 m depth. Just the ebb tide between neaps and
springs. The noise was considerable. Minutes earlier the sea state had been slight ...and noiseless

Lashy Sound. Ebb Tide, three days after springs, with F1/2 wind against tide. Depth 10 – 20m. No
reefs or skerries in this view
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Lashy Sound. By now, we had realised that the water was benign and we were making 4 knots
without wind or engine

And this is Pierowall Road three hours later:
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Debrief. Revisiting the CCC Sailing Directions and the Admiralty Chart tidal diamond <A>
at 59⁰13’.0N 002⁰43’.1W, there are hints that Lashy Sound might be exciting. The tidal
flow was at its peak from 1847 to 1947 BST going 024⁰ between 4.5 and 1.8 knots (spring
and neap rates) on the ebb. We were 3 days after springs. The spring flood (south-going)
tide here can get up to 6 knots. “A race also forms in the narrows of Lashy Sound which
can be violent in N gales...and this passage should [then] be avoided.” The wind had been
NW F4, i.e. against the tide, until it died to F1/2 as we entered the narrows.
James admitted to having also experienced that pit of the stomach fear sensation. For us
both, it was the unexpectedness of the water’s noise and violence that caught us out. The
beer tasted especially good that evening in Pierowall.
Lesson learnt. The Pentland Firth was just the start of “interesting” tidal flows. Though
we had timed our passage to perfection in order to make the most of the ebb flow, we had
a new respect and awareness of the awesome power of the water up here. The Admiralty
charts around Orkney and Shetland are littered with the wiggly lines symbol for “overfalls,
tide rips, races” ... and wrecks.
Friday 18th to Saturday 19th July 1140-0405 BST
Sunset (18th): 2208 BST
Sunrise (19th): 0415 BST

Moonrise: 2343 BST

Pierowall to Scalloway (Scalloway Boating Club)
59⁰19’.36N 002⁰58’.50W to 60⁰08’.04N 001⁰11’.06W
72.1 Miles Night Passage
Forecast: E or SE F4 or 5. Sea state Moderate then slight. No fog.
Tidal gates / consideration. A compromise. Flood tide out of Pierowall, then the ebb (NW
flow) in Fair Isle Channel after 1800 BST until midnight. If we were N of Sumburgh Head
before 0303 BST (4h 20m before HW Aberdeen) we should not be slowed excessively by the
flood tide running down the W Shetland coast. In fact, we were due W of Sumburgh Head
by 2315 BST.
Lights. Too light to see the Fair Isle lights, Sumburgh Head, Fugla Ness white sector, Bullia
Skerry. South Channel into Scalloway. Merry Holm (stbd), Green Holm (port), Point of the
Pund (white sector). Once we’d turned ENE at the Scalloway Harbour limit between
Trondra Ness and Maa Ness easy with white sector on Commercial Quay and stbd and port
channel markers either side.
Radio masts and aerials on the Ward of Scousburgh.
The pilotage up the Scalloway South Channel was tricky because we could see North
channel lights and the North Havra sectored light whilst South Channel lights were
intermittently obscured by holms. We were glad of the GPS backup with James helming
and me below following our track and sticking my head out from time to time. The
Shetland Islands Pilot says, “The North Channel is the easier and the lights are less
confusing at night.”

At 1140 BST, we slipped Pierowall at half tide on the flood, having delayed departure for
two large still warm dressed crabs to be prepared by the processor on the harbour. The
accent had prolonged James’ transaction: “I could make out only half of what she said.”
They made a splendid supper.
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We had F4 from the Easterly quadrant until midnight when the wind decreased to F3; and
we made 5 to 5.5 knots over the ground, either on a close reach or close hauled. At 2230
BST, we used power as the current and need to tack was slowing us and taking us too far
off course. In the dark, I was keen to keep XTE to less than a Mile. Furthermore, the
weather forecasts suggested that the “French depression” was on the way. Our only
company across the Fair Isle Channel was the tanker Helga Spirit seen around 2 Miles to
the South at 1700 BST.

Near Full Moon (waxing gibbous). Fair Isle Channel 16 Miles WSW of Sumburgh Head, looking ENE.
About midnight 18/19 July 2014. As the moon first rose over the horizon in the North, it flared and
flickered in the direction of Sullum Voe which, though too far way to be seen and with intervening
high ground, stirred an imagination fertilized by a night passage

We tied up on the Scalloway Boating Club visitors’ pontoon at 0405 BST as the sun was
rising, and went to bed. Then in came the depression from France around 0700 BST, with
strong winds from the SE.
Michael Pottinger turned up with the new sea water pump and invited me to move Comma
over to the less exposed East Voe marina next to his own boat. At least, that was my
understanding for I could make out only half of what he said. Shetlander friends from
Edinburgh, David and Margaret Simpson, then collected James and me for an overnight
stay in Sandwick, South of Lerwick, and a party in Hoswick at Margaret’s sisters where we
partook of much invigorating beverage until 4 a.m. and met various seafaring folk,
including Charlie Smith who had recently brought Brünnhilde back to Shetland after 40
years by the Firth of Forth. (See below: Baltasound)
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I fitted a GPS repeater in the cockpit in anticipation of the solo sailing and together with
the new seawater pump, Comma was ready for almost anything.

Comma on the Scalloway Boating Club visitors’ pontoon, looking SE to Trondra. The yacht behind is
a charter yacht out Kirkwall, sailed by an Italian crew. Commercial Quay is to the left and East Voe
marina (not visible) round the corner to the left

Scalloway Harbour with Green Holm distant centre to the SW East Voe marina in the foreground,
Commercial Quay with its large white floating accommodation for Sullum Voe workers. Scalloway
Boating Club is by the white building across the water at Port Arthur seen to the right of the
Scalloway Castle, the tall building in line with Green Holm
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Henceforth, Comma’s skipper, navigating officer and crew were the same. I sailed solo.
Saturday 2nd August 1115-1545 BST
Scalloway (East Voe Marina) to Walls Pier
60⁰08’.18N 001⁰16’.10W to 60⁰13’.43N 001⁰34’.10W
13.8 Miles
F4 NE backing N F5. Sea state moderate. No fog forecast.
Ebb tide flowing NW up the coast
A straightforward warm-up leg. Out of Scalloway via the North Channel, in by Easter
Sound to Vaila Sound then N to Vaila Voe passing Linga to port and avoiding the Baa to the
S of Linga.
A Forth connection. The Westside Steamer Service (1880s – 1939). The North of Scotland,
Orkney and Steam Navigation Company (the North Company) boats from Leith would call
in at Walls Old Pier after Scalloway before going on to Hillswick where the all wood St
Magnus Hotel built by they would come in to Walls to the Old Pier, a cable further to the N
and E up the voe from Comma’s berth. The 82 ton clipper, Queen of the Isles, built in
Leith in 1845 was superseded by the first steamboat. The SS Queen was commanded by
Robert Nisbet who died in Leith in 1917 and is buried next to his wife in Rosebank
Cemetery. Nisbet’s parents were Shetlanders, from Unst and Yell. His wife, Catherine was
a niece of John Clunies-Ross, King of the Cocos (Keeling) Islands: Captain Joshua Slocum
tells that story in his book “Sailing Alone Around the World”.
Walking on the Old Pier, I was attacked by Skua. Spirits of visiting Leithers, perhaps or,
maybe, of away fans at a Hibs home game.
Walls has a shop/PO, a bakery and... a swimming pool. Shetland has possibly the greatest
density of public swimming pools in the free world. The only place I visited without a
swimming pool was Collafirth. They have great potential for visiting ya’tties’ ablutions
though I never used one.

Walls (Vaila Voe) Pier looking NE. Comma flies the Shetland courtesy flag with pride.
Also, the CA flag but not the RFYC as she has yet to earn the right...but she now has
10

Getting away was tricky. The ferry was not due in until Tuesday and, according to a
passing farmer on Sunday,” it doesn’t use the new landing anyway because they didn’t
move the crane [to the left of the red gas cylinders] so the taxpayer’s money was wasted,
etc.” Comma looks snug enough but it was blowing F5 SE. The pier lies E-W. After
experimenting going forward on a bow spring and astern on a stern spring, the better bet
was forward on the bow spring, praying that the line which came back to me in the
cockpit would not foul the prop when slipped and that there would be enough way through
the water for the rudder to bite and turn the bow into the wind before she was blown
into the pier to her port or ahead. Probably the only time that I wished for crew!
Monday 4th August 1050-1715 BST
Walls to Brae (Delting Boating Club) via Sound of Papa and Swarbacks Minn, past Busta
House
60⁰13’.43N 001⁰34’.10W to 60⁰23’.52N 001 21’.82W
26.4 Miles. 16 waypoints. 1.65 MPW (miles per waypoint). The most waypointed leg.
F5 SE veering SW. Sea state moderate. No fog forecast.
1 day before Neaps
Tidal gate: Sound of Papa. Ebb flow to NE starts at 0840 BST (3h 50m after HW Lerwick)
and ends by 1337 BST when the flood starts.
Ebb tide flowing NW up the West coast from approximately 0730 BST to 1200 BST
Departed Walls at 1050 BST after some difficulty (see photograph). Reaching all the way
in F5 and making 6.5 knots much of the time (fast for Comma). Through the Sound of
Papa by 1330 BST. In order to pass between rocks and holms and shallows, we followed
the zigzag (starboard for 0.5 M-port-starboard) course prescribed in the Shetland Islands
Pilot, starting at 60⁰18’.18N 001⁰42’.88W. At its narrowest, the Sound was 3 cables
across. From the Sound of Papa, it was 5 Miles across the S of Saint Magnus Bay towards
Muckle Roe before turning into Swarbacks Minn (.
Swarbacks Minn (60⁰21’.14N 001⁰29’.14W). The Pilot describes Swarbacks Minn as “a
fabulous cruising area giving a flavour of all that is good in Shetland waters” and it is true.
It is an enclosed area of water over 100 m deep in the middle with Muckle Roe to the
North, Vementry to the South and Papa Little to the East. But it is the history of this place
that I shall write about.
As Comma passed between Vementry and Muckle Roe, two pillars were visible high up on
Swarbacks Head on Vementry. At the Delting Boating Club by Brae, John Ratter asked me
if I had spotted the pillars and told me that they were WWI gun emplacements to protect
the 10th Cruiser Squadron. The large scale Admiralty chart 3295 shows a “Battery
(disused)” on Swarbacks Head at 60⁰20’.43N 001⁰28’.62W which I had not picked up. I had
been unaware of a significant Royal Navy presence in Shetland and on a chance visit to
The Shetland Museum a few weeks later I came across a display about the 10th Cruiser
Squadron and felt driven to research further.
10th Cruiser Suadron. Swarbacks Minn was the anchorage for the 10th Cruiser Squadron
which provided the Northern Patrol and blockade of Germany, patrolling from NW Scotland
deep into the Atlantic to Iceland and Greenland in order to block entry from the northern
end of the North Sea. They operated from August 1914 to December 1917, the longest
continuous naval operation of WWI ending when the US entry into the War made them
redundant . The Squadron comprised 41 converted passenger ships, armed with guns up to
6” calibre: Armed Merchant Cruisers. The losses were considerable: 9 torpedoed, 1
mined, 1 wrecked on Shetland, 1 foundered. The Squadron intercepted nearly 13,000
suspect ships.
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How important were they? Liddell Hart wrote, “... if the historian of the future has to
select one day as decisive for the outcome of the World War he will probably choose
August 2nd. 1914 – before the war, for [Britain], had yet begun – when Mr Winston
Churchill. at 1.25 a.m., sent the order to mobilize the British Navy....For the Navy was the
instrument of the blockade, and as the fog of war disperses in the clearer light of these
post-war years that blockade is seen to assume larger and larger proportions, to be more
and more clearly the decisive agency in the struggle....No historian would underrate the
direct effect of the semi-starvation of the German people in causing the final collapse of
the ‘home front’.”
Busta House, the Admiral’s HQ and residence is now a smart hotel (with a CAMRA listing!)
and we passed it after sailing out of the NE end of Swarbacks Minn into Busta Voe to Brae.
I was chastened by my lack of awareness of the role of the Northern Patrol, the 10th
Cruiser Squadron and its importance in Germany’s defeat.

Tuesday 5th August 0945-1800 BST

Brae to Collafirth
60⁰13’.43N 001⁰34’.10W to 60⁰32’.44N 001⁰21’.06W
40 nautical Miles by sea. (9 statute miles by road!)
F3/4 SW. Sea state moderate becoming slight. No fog.

Tidal gates: Point of Fetherland: prefer to pass on the flood (approx 1320 - 1820 BST) as
“tides run strongly”.
Yell Sound (not very important as low tidal rates if keep to periphery of Sound)
On exiting Swarbacks Minn, heading NW across Saint Magnus Bay, passing Hillswick, Esha
Ness, Uyea and Uyea Baas, then due E to pass between the Point of Fethaland and Gruney
around 1530 BST to enter Yell Sound, then back S towards Colla Firth looking straight at
the Sullum Voe oil terminal flare.

Muckle Ossa and Little Ossa (60⁰32’.90N 001⁰36’.06W)
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“Chart Says No!”

Well, you could but there is only a cable of safe water from Fladda on the left and you can just
make out a rock in the middle of the photograph NW of Gruney (with lighthouse) 60⁰39’.17N
001⁰18’.16W. And the Aith lifeboat is quite a way away

Looking S down Yell Sound at the Sullum Voe Oil Terminal (white objects). The flare was clearly
visible though does not show in the photograph. Lamba to the left and Ness of Quayfirth to the
right, I think
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The correct Colla Firth is Colla Firth (N of Quey Firth) and not Colla Firth (W of Swining Voe) on
pages 47-8 and 38 respectively of the Shetland Islands Pilot. There are five Hamna Voes.

Note that the 2F.G(vert) lights at the W end of pier apparently emerging from LK1’s foredeck are
obscured by Altaire, as was the harbour entrance
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Knowing one’s place. Seniority before size. Comma is the senior citizen
“Altaire” LK429 Pelagic trawler, built 2004. 76.4 m, 2809 tons RT, 8533 bhp. No scallop
licence.
“Brilliant” LK1 Fishing boat, built 1990. 11m, 30.9 tons RT, 187 bhp. Scallop licence.
“Comma” CR2108 Yacht, built 1978. 7.9 m, 6700lb displacement, 20 bhp. No scallop
licence.
The skipper of LK1 was a friendly sort. He called over as he berthed asking if I wanted
some “small scallops”. I went round expecting three or four for my supper. We had a
light-hearted banter about fishermen and their markers and prop-fouling lines and
ya’tties. On telling him of my plan to round Muckle Flugga, he did not approve and
expostulated that the Shetland fisherman’s term for a ya’tty was a WAFI and handed me a
carrier bag with 30 small scallops and his deckhand then gave me a hands-on tutorial on
preparing a scallop. Blunt knife, not a sharp knife! He also illuminated me on why
fishermen often whistle into the microphone before talking on the radio. “When you’re
working on deck, you can’t hear the voice but you can hear the whistle.”
There was no mobile telephone signal and, despite walking higher and higher up the main
road, could find none and there was no payphone and no one was at home in the house
overlooking the harbour. So I reported my safe arrival to the Shetland Coastguard in case
either of my shore contacts telephoned MRCC Aberdeen under the CG66 scheme. The
signal was strong and clear on VHF Ch84 and a familiar cheery voice, familiar from the
weather forecasts, offered to telephone my older son, James, who was at work on his boat
on the Firth of Forth. His deckhand says that he went white and his jaw hit the deck when
the call came from Shetland Coastguard.
David Laurenson, the HM, telephoned the owner of a peerie red GRP fishing catamaran
rafted inside me on the end pontoon of the full marina. Within the hour the owner had
disappeared with the boat to an anchorage in another voe. David not only found the bus
time to Lerwick but had telephoned the driver to make sure he stopped and, sure enough,
an unmarked and ageing red minibus pulled over just after 7 a.m. the next morning. I
marvelled at the fact that his mobile telephone worked and mine, with EE/Orange, did
not. He pointed out the Vodafone transmitting mast about 2 miles away, also used by the
Coastguard for VHF Channel 84. A Vodafone PAYG SIM card bought on Princes Street cured
my Shetland mobile telephone communication woes. As with most Shetland marinas, it
was impossible to part with money for my berth.
My EE/Orange connection resumed near Lerwick the next day and there was a message
from David left prior to my arrival in Collafirth. He regretted that there was no room in
the marina. So, despite my turning up unwittingly to the full marina (it had only a dozen
berths), David sorted me out and had not said a word about his message. Typical
marvellous Shetlander.
On the bus from Collafirth back to Brae, we crossed Mavis Grind, the 33m wide isthmus,
which separates the Atlantic Ocean from the North Sea and joins Northmavine to
Mainland. Head N out of Brae along the A970 and you pass the road to the Busta House
Hotel, one of two CAMRA entries for Shetland, and end up in Hillswick, another hotel with
a good reputation. Alas, lack of time has so far prevented a visit to either.

Sunday 31st August 0545-1450 BST
Back to Collafirth on 30th August after 3 ½ weeks away to allow ex-Hurricane Bertha to
blow through and to recover from a knee injury. The knee will hinder mobility round the
boat so the mainsail won’t be used much from now on. Tempted to head S down Yell
Sound then Lerwick but that woild be defeatist. We came to Shetland to pass Muckle
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Flugga. Very nice bus driver brought her bus off the road to the marina gate. Collafirth
may be in the middle of nowhere but the WC and shower are immaculate and there is a
washing machine.

Collafirth to Baltasound passing Muckle Flugga
60⁰32’.44N 001⁰21’.06W to 60⁰45’.59N 000⁰50’.42W
41 Miles
3 days after spring tides
Wind forecast: E F3, veering SE F4/5 so wind against the flood tide when Comma passes
Muckle Flugga and Skaw Röst (race). The passage plan is to keep well away from the
“overfalls, tide rips, races” wavy lines.
Tidal gates:
Muckle Flugga. The E-going flood starts at 3h 50m before HW Lerwick 1508 BST (or
6h 05m after HW Aberdeen) which is 1118 BST, say 1100 BST.
Yell Sound: Slack water is at 0259 BST (0h 15m after HW Lerwick ) then the ebb
tide flowing NW runs until 0844 BST (5h 45m before HW Lerwick 1429 BST) but a
cheeky eddy sets up round Lamba so the tide flows the wrong way, i.e. S, past the
mouth of Colla Firth from about 0730 BST until the flood tide starta and everything
is flowing S. This eddy and the flow up this end of Yell Sound is actually not
important as it never exceeds 1 knot. It is further S down Yell Sound that the
eddies, breaking waves and spring flow rates of 2.5 knots and more happen.
We slipped the Collafirth pontoon at 0520 BST into a sunny, fair, calm, windless morning
and motor-sailed until 0925 BST, by when the wind had picked up to F3 from the NE so we
sailed close-hauled making 3.5 knots. Things could not be going better and then, at 1045
BST:
“Securitay, Securitay, Securitay...Gale warning. F8 Gale soon. Issued at 0933 UTC /1033
BST”
The Animals 1965 hit came into my head and wouldn’t go away.

We gotta get out of this place!
If it's the last thing we ever do ...
The mood was jubilant, however, and we should have at least 6 hours to make Baltasound
only 8 Miles away but Comma’s engine started all the same and we motor-sailed the rest
of the way, tying up on the Unst Boating Club visitors’ pontoon at 1450 BST. It got windy
that evening but no gale materialized in Unst. I used the Boating Club in preference to
the Baltasound Pier visitors’ pontoon for that pontoon was lying on the shore and had been
for two years, according to Ian Mackay, the HM. Due to spending cuts, the Shetland Islands
Council had no plans to put it back in the water.
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Muckle Flugga lighthouse (60⁰51’.33N 000⁰53’.13W) and Out stack with the domes on Saxa Vord
apparently between them but further E, the other side of Burra Firth. A little further to go to the
waypoint (60⁰52’.80N 000⁰52’.54W). F 2-4 variable SE, beam reach, 4.5 knots. Sunday 31 Aug 2014,
1100 BST

Looking back to Muckle Flugga (with lighthouse) and Out Stack to the N

A Forth and other connections. A sailing legend. While putting on my sail cover an older
sailor, came over from his immaculate Flying 15. He was Duncan Sandison, now aged 87,
but who still sails daily in the summer. Weeks earlier at that Simpson family party in
17

Hoswick, I met Charlie Smith who had brought Brünnhilde back to Shetland. Brünnhilde‘s
hull was built in Baltasound by Duncan Sandison, shipped to Leith and from 1967 – 1974 in
a shed at Cramond Brig, Ian Hawick (1940 – 2013) fitted her out. An occasional sailing
companion of mine, David Littlewood, saw the spruce being felled for one of the masts
and remembers Duncan Sandison for his big arms: “All that woodwork!”. He and his wife,
Grizel, sailed this engineless, 35 foot, wooden gaff schooner from South Queensferry to
Baltasound and Collafirth, where his grandfather’s former home had been, 24 times
summer after summer. I walked past Brünnhilde often when Comma was at Port Edgar
marina and heard the legend of the sailor who departed and entered the marina under sail
flawlessly. And now the connections were almost complete.
Don’t underestimate the Firth of Forth . Tony Budge, probably approaching 80, hobbled
over to take my line as I came on to the Unst Boating Club’s pontoon, which was helpful as
there were no cleats or posts over which to throw a line. Apart from giving me some
freshly caught mackerel fillets for supper, and offering me a cod which was beyond my
eating capacity, he told me three good stories.
As a fisherman, he had gone through the Sumburgh Röst in a F10 and it had been
uncomfortable because his bunk lay athwartships and, each time the boat rolled, his body
would go back and forth like a piston, his head or feet alternately striking the hull.
However, ”in those conditions you couldn’t work on deck so you were paid for doing
nothing which was very nice”. On another occasion in Shetland, he was heading to land
with all speed in order to beach his sinking fishing boat and turned round to see the
Fisheries Protection Vessel steaming after him at full speed, its lifeboats swung out on the
davits, like a swooping angel about to gather him in. He beached his boat without
incident and secured the new-fangled plastic pipe feeding the bilge pump to a hull timber;
the pipe had been floating on top of the bilge water. Hence, despite an apparently dry
bilge when using the pump, his vessel had settled lower and lower in the water over the
day.
The only time he experienced fear at sea was on the Firth of Forth. He was at the helm of
a lifeboat being taken down the Forth from Grangemouth . As it wasn’t a “shout” he was
allowed to take the helm, as the mechanic. It was rough and off Burntisland, they
broached. The first wave took them round a bit, the second some more and it was clear
that on the third, they would roll and capsize. The Coxswain ordered him to reduce
power but Tony ignored him and, under full power, was able to drive the boat round so
that the third wave did not take them beam on. At the debrief (in the bar in those days),
the Coxswain commented on the disobeyed order but thanked him. “In heavy seas, always
keep some power in reserve, for its power you need to drive yourself out of a broach.”
Tony, or was it Ian, the HM, took his personal marina gate key off his key ring and lent it to
me on condition that I let it in Ian’s boat when I left. That also happened in Scalloway.
Shetland kindness and trust yet again.
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By repute, very good food but did not get there this time. Here comes the bus (behind me), the
only one of the day, for Lerwick. In fact, 3 connecting buses and 2 ferry crossings.

Friday 5th September 0615-1530 BST
Baltasound to Lerwick (Albert Wharf)
60⁰45’.53N 000⁰50’.26W to 60⁰09’.27N 001⁰08’.55W
42.8 Miles.
W/NW F3/4, variable F5/6 at first in the East. Sea State slight or moderate. No fog
forecast.
Time deadline: LHD fuel berth on Albert Wharf, Lerwick closes at 1600!
Unspotted tidal gate: Lunning Sound. “The islets between Mainland and West Linga
create a confused tidal flow which can reach 6 knots, and strong eddies on the east side of
the channel. Passage should be timed to coincide with slack water and spring tides
avoided (Shetland Islands Pilot paraphrased)”.
Heuristic method at its luckiest? Oops! Somehow, the navigating officer missed this
information about Lunning Sound and hadn’t looked at the Admiralty Tidal Stream Atlas,
either. Getting demob happy as we sped south? Drawn in by the sirens of Lerwick? The
Pilot says that the south-going stream commences -0430 Lerwick so, on this day (HW
Lerwick 0814 BST), it would have started around 0344 BST and tailed off around 0944 BST.
Then, it runs north from +0220 Lerwick, i.e. from 1034 BST. On the other hand, the
Admiralty Tidal Stream Atlas suggests that slack should be 2h 15m after HW Lerwick, about
1030 BST, an hour later than in the Pilot, with the northward flow starting at 1130 BST.
So, by a fluke, we arrived at the north end of the Sound at 1110 BST at slack water, it was
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Neaps -1, and any tidal flow against us was not noticeable. And the Admiralty Tidal
Stream Atlas suited my cause better.
In the navigator’s defence, the Admiralty chart 3282 Shetland Islands North-East Sheet
showed neither tide stream arrows (flood or ebb) nor the wavelet symbol for overfalls,
tide rips, races. But there are three “eddies” symbols. Therefore, by Shetland standards,
Lunning Sound appeared to be a stretch of placid water. And the overlooked tidal
diamond <K> (60⁰22’.6N 001⁰04’.0W), on top of which waypoint BL5 was superimposed,
showed a maximum spring tidal rate of only 2.0 knots. Nevertheless, his rum ration was
withheld and passed to the skipper who consumed it gladly.
The wind was F4 SW all the way. We passed to the East of Fetlar, then well to the East of
Out Skerries between Lunna Holm and Muckle Skerry, passing the ferry quite close,
through Lunning Sound at its tidal optimal and the sun came out to make a glorious day,
bypassed Symbister (Whalsay) to the East, through the Stepping Stones, and at the S
cardinal by Soldian Rock, turned SW towards Rova Head then S into Bressay Sound, after
which we were in pilotage mode. My planned course had been going to the E of Litla
Billan (Stepping Stones) but the tack took us to the W between Litla Billan and Muckla
Billan. I record this detail not because of any particular navigational interest but merely to
write down and read aloud the wonderful names and the accompanying photograph shows
the Stepping Stones to be more than pebbles.

A Stepping Stone, possibly Litla Billan (60⁰16’.8N 001⁰2’.3W)

I regret that time did not allow me to land on Whalsay. The accent there is said to be the
least interpretable in Shetland and I relished the linguistic challenge; James had shared a
room with a lad from Whalsay at Strathclyde University when reading naval architecture.
“In the whole year, I understood only three words and one of those was, “Drink”.”
Off Rova Head, I radioed in to Lerwick Port Control on VHF Channel 12 and, like Sullum
Voe VTS when going in and out of Colla Firth, they seemed pleased that a “ya’ttie” had
taken the trouble. One would have thought that when radioing Lerwick Port Control, the
call sign would be “Lerwick Port” but it was not as they replied, “Lerwick Harbour”.
Semantics. Passing the “North Boat” at Holmsgarth Quay, I couldn’t make out whether it
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was MV Hrossey or MV Hjaltland, both of which had become friends. Older Shetlanders
still refer to the ferry to and from Aberdeen and Kirkwall as the “North Boat”, a reference
to the colloquial name of the long defunct ”North of Scotland, Orkney and Shetland Steam
Navigation Company”, the “North Company”.
Comma arrived at the fuel berth at 1530 BST so time to clamber up the ladder and hobble
over to the LHD chandlery to get a man over to provide Comma with 45L of red diesel. As
I was casting off to go round Victoria Pier to the visitors’ berths in the Small Dock, a chap
in a tie and suit came over and asked if there was any chance of my taking him and the
film crew into “the bay”. Delighted, I said, but only three of you. On clambered this
editor, a reporter in an overcoat, scarf, tie and suit, and a camerawoman. My offer of a
lifejacket and a safety briefing was met with a courteous, “Thank you. You have done
your H&S bit”. It was calm and sunny so off we motored into “the bay” while Gavin Essler
did his report from Shetland on the forthcoming Scottish Independence Referendum from
the “bay off Lerwick”. It seemed pedantic to point out that we were in a Sound not a Bay,
so I held my peace. The report majored on the income from Shetland’s oil and it seemed
to me that the backdrop to his report should be Sullum Voe not Lerwick arbour where,
incidentally, the only flags flying were the Shetland flag and the Jack, and no sign of the
Saltire. Sullum Voe tomorrow (Saturday) would have been a better location and I felt able
to give him some tips about where to film. In response to my pre-amble question, “Are
you up here tomorrow?” Gavin Essler’s reply was, “No. If I’m not home for the weekend,
my wife will kill me.” Reassuring that our TV personalities are flesh and blood, too. The
report was set go out on the BBC News Channel, a cable channel, so I never saw it and
neither did anyone else that I know, for that matter. The next time that I saw Mr Essler
on TV, he was broadcasting from outside the Scottish Parliament building and wearing the
same overcoat, same scarf tied the same way, same tie....
Saturday 6th September 1030-1925 BST
Lerwick (Small Dock) to Fair Isle (North Haven)
60⁰09’.22N 001⁰08’.51W to 59⁰32’.31N 001⁰36’.20W
43.5 Miles. 5 waypoints. 8.7 Miles Per Waypoint. The least waypointed leg.
Forecast: Variable F3 to NE F4/5. Sea state slight or moderate. No fog predicted.
Tidal consideration: Neaps +2 days so, apart from 1330 – 1730 BST in the Fair Isle Channel,
no opposing tide more than a knot so long as keep well E of Sumburgh Röst (avoid the
wavelets on the chart)
Departed Lerwick at 1030BST, an hour after HW, and motored to Fair Isle with F1/2 SE
wind and a minimal tidal flow with me down Bressay Sound , and then minimal tide
against me crossing the Fair Isle Channel.
No Tillerpilot all the way back to Kirkwall! The clumsy deckhand had trodden on the
power cable and after re-connecting the plug, it would now only trip the circuit breaker.
(The repair cost £177!)
Sunday 7th September
And then, as forecast, the weather turned foul with F6 winds, moderate to rough sea state
and heavy rain so we sheltered in Fair Isle and I enjoyed the dry warmth at the Bird Haven
and Guest House. And, for the first time, booked a flight back to Edinburgh as Tuesday
afternoon was fast approaching.
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Fair Isle North Haven. Oc. WRG. 8s10m6M. 030⁰T coming in. Comma is to the right of the
photograph

Comma straight ahead and Good Shepherd IV, the Fair Isle ferry, up the slipway. Taken from the
Fair Isle Bird Observatory and Guest House, a haven in foul weather, with hot showers and clean
towels, a drying room, wi-fi, a bar and food, and sometimes accommodation
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Fair Isle North Haven. Monday 8th September late morning. Let’s go!

Monday 8th - Tuesday 9th September 1500-0315 BST
Fair Isle to Kirkwall
59⁰32’.31N 001⁰36’.20W to 58⁰59’.27N 002⁰57’.51W
58.6 Miles Night passage
Sunset: 1935 BST
NW F4/5, occasionally F6 at first. Sea state moderate, becoming slight around Orkney.
No fog.
Lights: North Ronaldsay, Start Point, Auskerry, Copinsay, Helliar Holm Beacon, Balfour Pier,
Thieves Holm, Scargun Shoal E Cardinal, Hatson Ferry Terminal, Kirkwall Pier
Tidal gate: The Strings. Tidal flow westward 2346 – 0546 BST
Departing at 1500 BST at half tide on the ebb was predicated on the weather clearing and
The Strings tidal gate. We sailed on headsail alone until 2000 BST making 3.5 knots, then
motored. With a gammy knee, no Tillerpilot and moderate seas, discretion was the better
part of valour. At 1900 BST Fair Isle had vanished and N Ronaldsay was visible. The night
passage was uncomplicated and the correct timing entering The Strings about 0200 BST
was confirmed by Comma’s SOG accelerating by a couple of knots.
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Farewell Zetland Islands

From 1930 BST, I was charmed by the company of about eight dolphins who surfaced
mostly to starboard, but sometimes ahead to port. The highlight of their visit was when
five of them simultaneously came out of the water and straight back in, each beast briefly
forming a crescent above the waves, just 20 m to starboard. I had their snorting happy
company for over half an hour.
At 2045 BST, we were passed by the North Boat heading S to Kirkwall. She was a beautiful
sight: all white with lights blazing, gliding by in complete silence, and no smoke trail, a
Mile or so to the West. Better to meet this way than in the fog.
And at 0330 BST on Tuesday 9 September 2014, Comma berthed in Kirkwall Marina, her
summer’s work complete.
Epilogue
I have crewed and skippered yachts out of Oban, around Mull, Iona, Staffa and the
Treshnish Isles, the Firth of Clyde and Northern Ireland, the Outer Hebrides, the Solent,
the Atlantic from Cascais to Madeira and the Canaries; Gibraltar and Ceuta; Spain and the
Balearics; the West coast of Norway: the Andaman Sea from Phuket; Langkawi, Malaysia.
And the Norfolk Broads and River Thames from Teddington to Oxford. Comma has sailed
the East coast in the Firth of Forth and from Inverness to Whitby.
But sailing solo around Shetland, and some of Orkney, has given more satisfaction and
sense of achievement than anywhere else to date.
The people I met, their hospitality kindness and trust, the lack of materialism, the
stories,the navigational challenges especially the tidal streams, the ever-present tension
that the weather forecasters overlooked fog or a gale, the scenery, getting to know the
voices of all the coastguards.
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Seafaring Shetlanders reacted to the proposition of my sailing a 26 foot boat singlehanded
with incredulity, followed by tacit approval, then compassion. Mike Cooper’s comment in
Kirkwall that the Fair Isle Channel was just a couple of day sails was a fillip as the whole
voyage was just a series of day sails with a couple of night passages thrown in and they
only came about to beat the weather heading North, and again because of the weather
and the need to get into Kirkwall and back to Edinburgh for an operating list.
Sailing solo is a fairly recent step. I made my first solo passage in Summer 2013 from
Peterhead to Whitehills, Lossiemouth and Inverness when crew availability dried up as
summer ended. The initial trepidation gave way to the realisation that I was freer and
always knew what was happening, and never felt pressured to put out when I felt
uncomfortable in order not to let down crew who had travelled a long way.
Fog was my only real concern. It is said to occur 3 days per month in Shetland mainly on
the East coast and the Fair Isle Channel. It apparently behaves like an advection fog and
can persist in strong winds. Comma does not have radar, which would have been difficult
to use singlehanded anyway, so I listened to the weather forecast every 3 hours, even
through the night if sailing early. If I had been caught out in Fair Isle Channel, in addition
to the standard RYA training, I would have contacted the Shetland Coastguard for
information on shipping, I knew the North Boat timetable and route, there were very few
yachts around though a few fishing boats.
I had only one “wobble”. On returning to Collafirth with an injured and painful knee at
the end of August after losing a few weeks because of ex-Hurricane Bertha, it was so
tempting to turn right out of Colla Firth down Yell Sound and back to Lerwick. But that
would be a defeat and would have lost the goal of the journey which was to round Muckle
Flugga. Muckle Flugga Day was perfect and Baltasound proved to be a treat; as ever,
because of the people there.
There was too little time as I was ravelling up and down to Edinburgh each week. Too
little time to: visit Sumburgh Head Lighthouse and watch the Röst (race) at springs with
wind against tide or the Unst Boat Museum or the Wick Heritage Museum; take a beer at
the CAMRA-listed Busta House Hotel or a meal at the Baltasound Hotel. the Kitchener
Memorial, Italian Chapel at St Margaret’s Hope, the Castle of Mey Rectify my
ornithological ignorance. The variety and quantity of birds that I saw was phenomenal and
yet I could identify almost none.
Sadly, Comma and I shall part company soon. I am not sure if Laurent Giles had Shetland
in mind when he designed her but she did well. The next boat will be 35–40 feet and
should feel a little less vulnerable than 26 feet, and there is not much room inside a 26
foot boat for more than two; and it would be nice to have radar and AIS, an electric
windlass, running hot water, a shower and a cabin heater, and no companionway steps
between cockpit and navigation station (that knee), and no drips when it rains heavily.
Next summer Orkney, Hoy Sound, Scapa Flow, Dunnett Head and on round the British Isles.
GMRB
November 2014
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ON BOARD NAVIGATION AIDS AND CHARTS
Admiralty charts (paper)
1119 Orkney and Shetland Islands Fair Isle Channel. Correct to Notice 2070/14
1233 Northern Approaches to the Shetland Islands. Correct to Notice 2178/14
3281 Shetland Islands – North-West Sheet. Correct to Notice 3076/14
3282 Shetland Islands – North-East Sheet. Correct to Notice 3076/14
3299 Plans in the Shetland Islands. Correct to Notice 2712/14
Tides
Admiralty Tidal Stream Atlas NP 209. Orkney and Shetland Islands. Edition 4 – 1986
(Reprinted 2009)
The Cruising Alamanac Tide Tables 2014
The almanac and pilots
Imray charts (semi-waterproof paper)
Imray Chart C68. Cape Wrath to Wick & trhe Orkney Islands. Edition 2013.
Imray Chart C23. Fife Ness to Moray Firth. Edition2013. Correction Notice 15 April 2014
Almanacs and Pilots
The Cruising Almanac 2014
Shetland Islands Pilot. Gordon Buchanan. Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson, 2009
N & NE Scotland and Orkney Islands. Sailing Directions and Anchorages – Part 5. Clyde
Cruising Club Publications, 2003 (Reprinted with amendments to March 2013)
The Yachtsman’s Pilot. North and East Scotland. Martin Lawrence. 2nd Edition. Imray
Laurie Norie & Wilson, 2009
Miscellaneous
Welcome Anchorages 2014
AA Great Britain and Ireland Road Atlas, 2014
Shetland Marinas Guide 2008 downloaded from http://www.shetlandmarinas.com/assets/
files/VSh-Marinas-Guide-2008.pdf
http://visit.shetland.org/by-yacht
Electronics
Admiralty charts (electronic) on Visit My Harbour (VMH) on laptop with attached GPS:
the entire range of Admiralty charts, updated to December 2013.
Garmin GPS linked to NASA GPS repeater in cockpit. (Programmed manually with the
waypoint coordinates generated by VMH.
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SAFETY AIDS FOR SAILING SOLO AROUND SHETLAND
•

Self inflating lifejacket worn at all times when under way and out of the cabin,
even in calmest conditions, with attached:
o
o
o

•

PLB
Web-cutting knife
Handheld floating VHF radio

Safety line used at all times when under way on leaving cockpit, even in calmest
conditions

•
•

Safety ladder at starboard shrouds
Line reaching waterline to pull down stern ladder

•

The vessel had a fixed DSC-VHF radio, GPS-EPIRB, passive mast-mounted Echomax
radar reflector, offshore liferaft, electronic visual distress signal (EVDS or “laser
flare”), handheld searchlight, handheld foghorn, throwing line with quoit, 2 anchors

Registrations. The EPIRB and PLB were registered with MCA Falmouth UK Distress &
Security Beacon Registry. The vessel is registered under the Coastguard CG66 – Safety
Identification Scheme.
Shore contacts. Both my sons, James and Nick, were texted time of departure,
destination, ETA, confirmed arrival by SMS. At Collafirth, where there was no EE/Orange
signal, I informed the Coastguard of my arrival and, unprompted, they (he) telephoned
one of my shore contacts. Subsequently, changing to Vodaphone allowed mobile ‘phone
contact around most of the Shetland coast.
Pyrotechnics. No pyrotechnics were carried.
(Also carried for use when sailing with crew: horseshoe lifebuoy with light and drogue,
self-inflating danbuoy, MOB rescue sling, reversible mainsheet and blocks for boomassisted MOB recovery.)
Comma does not have radar or AIS.
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The skipper and full time crew of Comma

James Bowler MEng (Naval Architecture) , the part-time crew
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Orkney Sunset on 21st July 2014 taken from the deck of the North Boat (James)

Same sunset taken from comfort and safety of a reclining sleeping pod inside the North Boat (self).
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